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Einstein Approach

•You have 1 hour to solve a life threatening problem, if you 
fail, you will die

•Spend 40 minutes observing the problem from all 
perspectives

•Spend 10 minutes devising possible solutions Reflection

•Spend another 5 minutes confirming the best solution

•Spend 5 minutes implementing the solution



SET  to  STEM   to  STEAM  to …

• SET for Success 2 … concern that the supply of high quality scientists & 
engineers should not constrain the UK’s future research & development & 
innovation performance 2  … report highlighted the importance of 
mathematics skills for the innovation economy … introduced the acronym 

STEM to include mathematics  

• STEM has emerged as the educational priority of the 21st century … link 
deeper student learning with real world connections and critical thinking 11

• E in STEM is often an afterthought with maths and science….

• … M & S typically receiving more instructional attention ... missing an 
enormous opportunity to address a critical need for E knowledge beginning at 
the earliest stages of formal education 11



SET  to   STEM   to  STEAM  to …

• 2006 US National Academies … concern… declining state of education in STEM 
15 - COMPETES Act authorized funding for STEM activities from kindergarten … 

• Progress has been slow … consequence of increasing STEM instruction … 
resulted in a decrease in instructional time in stand alone arts, also seen as frill 
subjects … but STEM require skills that can be significantly enhanced by 
training in arts related areas 15

• The main objective of both art and science is discovery 15

•A has numerous positive effects on human brain growth … develop cognitive 

and social growth and boost creativity 15

• Examples: Mozart effect, creativity in same brain sections



Reflection

The main objective of both art & science

is discovery 15

It is by intuition that we discover

and by logic we prove



Understand how the brain learns 
left and right hemisphere approaches
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Understand how the brain learns 
left and right hemisphere approaches



Understand how the brain learns 
primacy-recency retention
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Understand how the brain learns
retention prime 1

• Acquire the student’s focus, sense & meaning

• Motivate to explore & teach new information

• (Don’t contaminate with incorrect information – this will stick & 
“glue”) – Intuitive constructs

New information
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Understand how the brain learns
retention downtime

• Procedural cognitive closure - small investment in time that pay off 
dramatically in retention of learning

• Students practice & relate to past learnings, organize information for 
further long term storage

•Practice makes permanent, not perfect!

Practice & review
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Understand how the brain learns
retention cognitive closure

• Working memory summarize perception of learning

• Terminal closure (student mentally rehearse, attach sense & meaning, questions to 
clarify), NOT review (teacher repeat & recheck)

•Assess quality and accuracy of learning 
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Practice makes permanent,

not perfect!

……  so what happens if the 
practice is incorrect ……?



Problem solver



The engineer - a problem solver
• Most general dictionaries define E similarly – as an application of math and science 

Misconception - engineering is just applied science 1

Oversimplified … solve problems in math & science … & technology …is to do engineering 6

• difference is subtle but important 6 … habits of mind 6 …  draw on their creative 
powers 6 … find ways to make dreams a reality 6

• … skills include ability to creatively and systematically solve ill-defined problems 1

• … add value … through people … collectively work in teams … effectively 
communicate

• … to add value … for people and society 7, and address ethical considerations.1

• Many of the biggest problems facing the world and society … absolutely critical … 
future … require E expertise to solve 1 … generate technical solutions 11



Reflection

Science is about knowing

Engineering is about doing

….. doing the right things in the 
right way for the right reason at 

the right time ….



STEM and Scientific Literacy

• Meanwhile scientific literacy – including E concepts – is more 
important than ever to understanding current events and 
participating effectively 1… 

• STEM skills are critical … to rebalance … economy & improve 
productivity 2 … 

• innovative organisations rely on the regular intake of good quality 
STEM graduates to refresh their innovation practices… these are the 
high-end knowledge workers who turn the wheel of the global 
economy. 2

• … 40% of employers find it difficult to recruit such people / problem 
solvers 2 … situation will worsen over the next few years 2 …  



“Missing” E in STEM

• Although STEM has been part of the education lexicon for years, the E …has 

received little attention … only 10% of … students are exposed to E related 
coursework in school.1

• E is taught only sporadically … despite growing evidence that engaging in E
education leads to improved student learning & achievement in maths and 
science, in part by connecting these subjects to real world problems 1…

• Explore maths and science in a more personalized context while helping 
them to develop critical thinking skills 7 … 

• Many students and teachers are confused about what exactly engineering 
is…view … primarily as builders or construction workers1

• … public understanding of the critical role of engineers in society remains 

very low 11 … explicit instruction of E … from preschool …develop these life 

skills… 11… to accomplish this we must focus on increasing the E literacy of 
our citizens in general 11 … many have no knowledge of what engineers do 
11 …



Moving from Less to More E …

• … current focus on STEM education provides an opportunity to 
change the conversation about Engineering 11 …

• STEM subjects should be taught together rather as totally separate 

“siloed” disciplines 6 … E can unify all four subject areas 6 …

• … kind of changes in 2020 will bring in the teacher’s job … more 
technology, less face to face interaction, more one to one contact 9 … 
incorporate open ended projects into learning 9 … students can now 
be anywhere in the world 9 … flexible learning schedule

• Teachers … less a source of knowledge, technology can fill that role 9

… teachers have to be the designer of good learning negotiations 9

• … focus from content to developing life skills (leadership, creativity 
and problem solving) 9… teacher as facilitator 9 … facilitate the 
learning with technology 9



Reflection

E can be the unifying factor in STEAM

…. using the design process ….



“Re-adding” E in STE(A)M

• Misconception … engineering is just applied science 1 … bring E into 
the classroom in a more meaningful way 6 .  We know that of the 
oversimplification that to solve problems in math or science … and 
technology …is to do engineering 6 in incorrect

• … give word problems or story problems 6 … these problems … often 
one dimensional … bears little relation to the world in which students 
live 6

• Instead of solutions themselves, … E puts emphasis on the process
and design of solutions 7.

• Iterative design and optimization of materials & technologies 1 … 
harnessing the forces and materials in nature 6 … to meet needs …   of 
present as well as future generations 13 … defined by criteria under 
given constraints 1



E Tools - Habits of mind 

• E need inherent curiosity ... if that is present we could teach them the necessary 
math & science … learn … because they see the need for them 6 …  it is quite 
difficult, although not impossible, to teach an incurious child to be curious 6

• Creativity is essential, easier to support & channel than to develop from scratch 6

… E seems just following rules … always creativity below the surface 6 …

• Organisation & logic … appear the opposite of creativity … but E use clear & 

concise problem formulation … for decision making 6 … practice is applied with 
judgement 7

• Knowledge of science & maths & tech … not just head, practical knowledge 6 … 

• Ability to work in teams …. communication skill is essential ….

• Most valuable tool … helps E choose the right tools for each job … 

engineering design process 6 …  



Reflection

E can be the unifying factor in STEAM

…. developing the correct habits of mind ….

…. using the design process ….



E Design Process - “glue”

• Solving problems comes first 6 … don’t translate into something oversimplified, 
such as to solve problems in math & science classrooms is to do engineering 6 …

• Problems made up … in classroom … should never be simplistic or irrelevant 6 ...

• …school science has traditionally been built around well defined problems for 
learning purpose….most real world problems are ill-defined…3

• Proposed learning practice is experiential task-based learning in which students 
are forced to apply & acquire related science & mathematics knowledge during 
the E design process 3

• … in addition to … appropriate knowledge and skills 3 acquired in  mathematics, 
science and technology disciplines 4 … should also focus on engineering design 3

… to solve a real world, community driven 4 …. engineering problem following a 
design process 4 … using technology 4 …

• Design process is iterative 1 … of real world problems 1 … involves a trade-off 3 … 
takes into consideration what engineers call constraints 3

• Concept of failure has real and negative connotation … teaching E permits the 
acknowledgement that failure, in and of itself, can … preparing students 11



E Design Process







Reflection

You become what (and how) you 

Think

…. develop engineering design 
process thinking habits .…

…. early enough ….



Engineering Life Cycle
The training process is a critical part of the development of an engineering 
professional. The engineering professional lifecycle has a number of stages:

0. Preparatory School Education: achievement of literacy, numeracy and a 
first level of mathematics, science & language proficiency

1. Higher Education: completion of an accredited programme and the 
attainment of a required level of engineering education

2. Candidacy Phase: a programme of training and experience that builds on 
the higher education qualification to develop the competencies required 
for registration

3. Practice as a Registered Person: registration certifies the person has 
demonstrated, through work performed, that he/she has satisfied the 
generic baseline competency standards for the profession & is permitted 
to practice and take responsibility for engineering work for which he/she is 
competent by virtue of education, training & experience. It is recognised 
that the person’s competence will grow with further experience.



STEM & Schools 

• … need to develop an engineering mindset 11 …. and skills to transcend 
disciplinary limitations in solving problems 11 …. mindset includes the 
nature, content and practice of E

• Literacy in E ... innovative, collaborative, iterative and systemic in both 
thinking and process 11

• … new research shows instruction in  E (and A) enhances the way students 
learn science as well as math and other subjects 5…  creative thought 
processes through A 15

• … specialist education enrichment and enhancement through providers 2 … 
activities taking place in schools … scale and pace of activity is … insufficient 
to effect meaningful change 2 …

• Engineering is Elementary (EiE) project based, hands-on lessons are 
introduced by a set of storybooks …who face real-world engineering 
challenges … used b 4.5 million children … 8



STEM & Primary Schools 

• There is increasing evidence that children’s attitudes towards science and more 

broadly STEM are developed in primary school 2  … recommend that E
instruction should start in the elementary grades 5,8 … 

• Primary schools have fewer teachers who have specialist knowledge of STEM 

subjects….particularly engineering ….a need to nurture interest in young 

children at this important formative stage 2 … lack of specialist teachers across 

key subjects such as maths, physics, design and technology …  2

• Yet historically … tended to focus on secondary ...  appears to be insufficient 

support for the primary educational phase 2

• Seen almost exclusively as the responsibility of post secondary education … E
has been viewed as too advanced for younger students, and until recently little 

research has supported greater integration …1  as academic subject E has 

traditionally been reserved for college students 5 … 



Reflection

The engineering life cycle starts in early 
school years

The mind of the five year old represents, in 
one sense, the height of creative powers

The real reason for schooling is to prepare 
students for their life after school



Engineering Life Cycle (Stage 1)

Typical B Eng degree           Minimum credits

• Mathematics 56

• Basic Sciences 56

• Engineering Sciences 168

• Design and Synthesis 67

• IT and Computers 17

• Complementary studies 56

• Sub Total 420

• Discretionary credits 140

• Total engineering degree 560





ECSA Outcomes
connect the dots

1. Problem solving 
• Id, formulate, analyse, solve complex problems creatively and innovatively

2. Application of scientific and engineering knowledge
• Apply maths, natural sciences, E fundamentals & an E speciality to solve complex 

problems

3. Engineering design
• Perform creative, procedural and non-procedural design and synthesis of 

components, systems, E work, products or processes

4. Investigation, experiments and data analysis
• Demonstrate competence to design and conduct investigations

5. Engineering methods, skills and tools
• Demonstrate competence to use appropriate E methods, skills and tools, including 

those based on information technology

6. Professional and technical communication
• Demonstrate competence to communicate effectively, both orally and in writing, 

with engineering audiences and the community at large



ECSA Outcomes
connect the dots

7. Sustainability and impact of engineering activity
• Demonstrate critical awareness of the sustainability and impact of engineering 

activity on the social, industrial and physical environment

8. Individual, team and multidisciplinary working
• Demonstrate competence to work effectively as an individual, in teams and in 

multidisciplinary environments 

9. Independent learning ability
• Demonstrate competence to engage in independent learning through well 

developed learning skills

10. Engineering professionalism
• Demonstrate critical awareness of the need to act professionally and ethically and 

to exercise judgement and take responsibility within own limits of competence

11. Engineering management
• Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of engineering management principles 

and economic decision making



E perspective – connect the dots

• … most schools teach STEM subjects separately, making few 

connections…. 1

•E practices involve … inherently integrating al four STEM disciplines 

… STEM subjects should be taught together using the design process 

approach, rather as separate, “siloed” disciplines 6 …..

• Rarely … in single-discipline silos … interdisciplinary teams work 

together … collaborate with …

You identify and integrate the dots yourself  
………………………………………



Another Einstein quote

The mere formulation of a problem is far more 
essential than its solution, which may be merely a 
matter of mathematical or experimental skill.  

To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard 
old problems from a new angle requires creative 
imagination and marks real advances in science.



Contribution of engineering related 
activity to GDP



95 000 Engineers





Engineering sectors’ contribution to 
GDP(2014)

Where do we expect growth?



What interventions needed to support growth?
* Increase graduations? * Retired engineers back, extend retirement age? 
* Attract - Increase immigration? * Retain - Reduce emigration, and no. leaving 
engineering?
* Automation * What else?
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